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In this article, I am correlating the Darkfield Live Blood Microscopy findings with the
Blood draw test. Monday live blood analysis of this C19 unvaccinated individual who is
on Eliquis for Atrial fibrillation shows high level contamination with many spherical
construction sites, hydrogel CDB filaments, rouleaux formation in only one drop of
blood. This contamination comes from C19 vaccine shedding, environmental sources
like geoengineering and contaminated food supply.

You can see many filaments, large construction site with filament production and
blood like sludge.
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Red blood cells look spiked, which is a sign of toxicity. Spherical construction site
seen.

The patient came for my standard protocol of Chelation, Vitamin C 20000mg and
Chelation over 3 days.

On the second day before the Vitamin C IV, I drew blood from the patient and left it
sit overnight. One syringe was just blood, the other was blood placed beside a cell
phone for most of the day and then put beside a Internet WIFI router.

The blood without treatment was still clotting after the first IV the day before of
1500mg. That is not unusual, because his level of contamination is so high. If I can see
this much hydrogel filaments in one drop of blood, how much is there in 6 liters?

We again confirm that the C19 unvaccinated contaminated blood clots just like the
C19 vaccinated.

This is the syringe that was kept close to a cell phone and WiFi router

In this video I had placed 450 mg ( not ml) of EDTA into the same blood. This is a
smaller dose than I used the other day. No clot formed.

The follow up live blood analysis after 3 days looked much better with much less
filaments. The patient had received additional Vitamin C infusion and another EDTA
Chelation. One filament was seen on the entire slide, much reduced from above and
the red blood cells were looking excellent.

Summary:

High level of hydrogel/ CDB contamination appears to correlate with the amount of
blood clotting forming hydrogel rubbery clots. EMF maybe makes it a little worse but
overall the clots appeared very similar. EDTA prevents the clotting, results appear
dose dependent and I will start to use smaller and smaller doses to possibly extrapolate
how much would be needed for highly contaminated individuals and then for
maintenance. Due to the rapidly changing nature of this nanotechnological assault,
our strategies have to evolve with the observed changes. This patient had one IV
EDTA chelation prior to this blood coagulation testing done. High level of
contamination which is now see in most people, require higher doses. This needs to be
done very cautiously, as minerals need to be supplemented and renal function
monitored for safe administration. Too rapid infusion of a high dose for example can
cause tetany, and I have been told by patients that some practitioners recommend
daily high dose EDTA rectally or orally. I would not do that, since the risk of adverse
effects is much increased. Using a larger liposomal or rectal dose two times, maximum
three times a week would be a reasonable target for those with adequate renal function
and no G6PD deficiency, which may cause a hemolytic crisis if overdosed.

Future testing on optimal dosing with both before and after blood coagulation testing
and live blood analysis will help us answer some of these questions. I wanted to share
these preliminary tests as they do confirm that unvaccinated have a serious clotting
problem. Blood thinners like Eliquis do not help mitigate the hydrogel production.
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Have you tested any unvaccinated individuals that did not submit to the pcr testing?
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Roman S Shapoval Writes The Power Couple by Roman Shapo… Jul 19

Even low-level magnetic fields can disrupt how our cells divide. Why it's important to power off

devices and unplug them when not in use: https://romanshapoval.substack.com/p/acmagnetic
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Contaminated Food Supply Contributing Cause To Live Blood

Analysis Findings In Unvaccinated? Darkfield Blood Analysis

On Grocery Meat…

A colleague of mine, Dr. David Jernigan treats vaccine injured patients successfully in
Tennessee. He called me after I posted the results on Infrared…

APR 2 • ANA MARIA MIHALCEA, MD, PHD

THERE IS HOPE - EDTA CHELATION WORKS and What Really IS

COVID???

100x: Ribbon structures and Rouleaux formation everywhere. I had a young
unvaccinated patient in his 30’s come see me in November. He had just had…
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Alarming New Report from Working Group of Vaccine Analysis

in Germany and Other Countries

Vaccines Must Be Stopped Immediately!
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Measles, Mumps, Rubella And Varicella Vaccine For Children

Shows Nanobot Swarms, Quantum Dots And Self Assembly

Hydrogel

The childhood MMR vaccine is loaded with nanobots. They are so small that on my
highest magnification you can barely see them, but they are clearly…
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Septocaine Dental Anesthetic Mixed With Live Blood:

Swarming Micro Robots Kill Blood Cells In 20 Minutes

I had received multiple vials of dental anesthetics. Since I was so backed up on
projects, I had not looked at them for a while. Recently, I have had…
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New Findings In Unvaccinated Live Blood Show Same Self

Assembly Hydrogel Spheres As In Embalmed Blood Deceased

With Huge Rubbery Clots…

Image: Unvaccinated Blood shows light particle filled sphere and hydrogel filament
growing out of it My last interview with Maria Zeee was in my mind…
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Diphtheria, Tetanus, Pertussis, Polio, Hemophilus B and

Hepatitis B Vaccine For Small Children: Darkfield Microscopy

Shows Self Assembly…

I recently got reported to the State Medical Licensing Board again and am now once
again under investigation. There are people in this world who want to…
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Hope Wins: Before And After Intravenous EDTA Chelation +

Vitamin C - Dark Field Live Blood Analysis - A Case Report

I have been showing live blood of unvaccinated people to alert the world that shedding
is real and that we are under unprecedented assault. I received…
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Wakaminenga Maori Government Is Magic Number One - First

Prosecutions Of Four New Zealand Officials For COVID19

Crimes Against Humanity And…

On Saturday 17 June 2023 an historic event took place in New Zealand. A dedicated
team of men and women have opened the first sovereign independent…
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The Great Opt Out 5G Symposium Live Stream This Friday

September 29th, 2023 Starting 11:50 AM EST /8:50AM PST

This Event will be live streamed on Friday. America Media Periscope News will interrupt
their regular programming to stream this across their platform…
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